PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

- UV Protection UPF 30+

– Gender: Women

– Material: Polyester

– Pattern Type: Print

– Style: Casual, Sport

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:

- Pattern: Fashion Print
- Thickness: ordinary
- Applicable scenario: sports, archery Jersey 
- Product category: Kids Polo Shirt
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Special process: Printing
- Suitable season: Spring and Summer
- Style: Leisure
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Suitable season: Spring and Summer
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our bowling shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on any body type, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print These shirts make a fantastic gift for bowlers or bowling enthusiasts. If you wish to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know. 

 ▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our women's bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our bowling shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on a woman's body, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our women's Bowling shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print These shirts make a fantastic gift for female bowlers or bowling enthusiasts. If you wish to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know.

 PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

– Material: Polyester

– Gender: Women

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on any body type, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our Polo and quarter-zip shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print If you want to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know. 

 ▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

- Gender: Unisex

- Material: Polyester, Spandex

- Pattern Type: Print

- Pocket: Two front pockets (Hoodie & Zip-up Hoodie)

- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach
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Once you placed successfully your order, it will be processed and printed exclusively for you within 3–5 days. You will receive your order within 1–2 weeks after printing is complete.

▻ USPS shipping costs $4.99 for order under $100.00.

NOTE: We are not responsible for any fees/taxes/duty caused at buyer’s country.

Because this product is made to order, we can’t accept returns due to size issues.

If you're interested in customizing your order with a different fish, personalizing it with your logo, or adding your sponsor's name, please contact us directly. We're happy to help with no additional fees beyond the purchase price.

Email:  support@chipteeamz.com





    





    SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE CHART before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you’re unsure it’s always better to choose the larger size.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

– Gender: Unisex

– Material: Polyester

- UV Protection UPF 30+

– Pattern Type: Print

– Style: Casual, Sport

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

- UV Protection UPF 30+

– Gender: Women

– Material: Polyester

– Pattern Type: Print

– Style: Casual, Sport

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:

- Pattern: Fashion Print
- Thickness: ordinary
- Applicable scenario: sports, archery Jersey 
- Product category: Kids Polo Shirt
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Special process: Printing
- Suitable season: Spring and Summer
- Style: Leisure
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Suitable season: Spring and Summer
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our bowling shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on any body type, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print These shirts make a fantastic gift for bowlers or bowling enthusiasts. If you wish to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know. 

 ▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our women's bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our bowling shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on a woman's body, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our women's Bowling shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print These shirts make a fantastic gift for female bowlers or bowling enthusiasts. If you wish to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know.

 PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

– Material: Polyester

– Gender: Women

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on any body type, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our Polo and quarter-zip shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print If you want to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know. 

 ▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

- Gender: Unisex

- Material: Polyester, Spandex

- Pattern Type: Print

- Pocket: Two front pockets (Hoodie & Zip-up Hoodie)

- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach
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SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE CHART before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you’re unsure it’s always better to choose the larger size.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

– Gender: Unisex

– Material: Polyester

– Pattern Type: Print

– Style: Casual, Sport

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach
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✔️ Comfort and Fashion in One Constructed from lightweight, skin-friendly fabric, our bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts provide unparalleled comfort for any activity or sport. Featuring moisture-wicking and quick-drying properties, these shirts are suitable for all weather conditions.

✔️ Polo Shirt and Quarter-Zip Design With a classic polo or regular fit collar quarter-zip design, our bowling shirts are easy to wear and built to last. The shirt form is designed to fit perfectly on any body type, ensuring maximum comfort and style wherever you go.

✔️ Sizes to Suit Everyone Our bowling polo and quarter-zip shirts are available in a range of sizes. Please refer to our size chart to find the perfect fit for you.

✔️ Fully Customizable Print These shirts make a fantastic gift for bowlers or bowling enthusiasts. If you wish to modify the designs, texts, patterns, or add your own images/logos to the shirts, just let us know. 

 ▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:
- Main fabric composition: Polyester
- Applicable gender: Unisex
- Version: Slim
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.
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Once you placed successfully your order, it will be processed and printed exclusively for you within 3–5 days. You will receive your order within 1–2 weeks after printing is complete.

▻ USPS shipping costs $4.99 for order under $100.00.

NOTE: We are not responsible for any fees/taxes/duty caused at buyer’s country.

Because this product is made to order, we can’t accept returns due to size issues.

If you're interested in customizing your order with a different fish, personalizing it with your logo, or adding your sponsor's name, please contact us directly. We're happy to help with no additional fees beyond the purchase price.

Email:  support@chipteeamz.com

If you're interested in personalizing the shirt with your logo, or adding your sponsor's name, please contact us directly. We're happy to help with no additional fees beyond the purchase price.

Email:  support@chipteeamz.com

Once you placed successfully your order, it will be processed and printed exclusively for you within 4 - 7 days. You will receive your order within 10 - 15 business days after printing is complete.

▻ USPS shipping costs $4.99 for order under $100.00.

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

▻ PRODUCT INFORMATION:

- Pattern: Fashion Print
- Thickness: ordinary
- Applicable scenario: sports
- Main fabric composition: Ultraviolet-proof cloth
- Size: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL
- Applicable gender: Men
- Version: Slim
- Special process: Printing
- Suitable season: Spring and Summer
- Style: Leisure
- Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach
▻ NOTE: We are not responsible for any fees/taxes/duty caused at buyer's country.

Because this product is made to order, we can't accept returns due to size issues.

Once you placed successfully your order, it will be processed and printed exclusively for you within 3–5 days. You will receive your order within 1–2 weeks after printing is complete.

▻ USPS shipping costs $4.99 for order under $100.00.

▻ SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE GUIDE before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you're unsure it's always better to choose the larger size.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

– Gender: Women

– Material: Polyester

– Pattern Type: Print

– Style: Casual, Sport

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

NOTE: We are not responsible for any fees/taxes/duty caused at buyer’s country.

Because this product is made to order, we can’t accept returns due to size issues.

Once you placed successfully your order, it will be processed and printed exclusively for you within 3–5 days. You will receive your order within 1–2 weeks after printing is complete.

USPS shipping costs $4.99 for order under $100.00.

SELECT SIZE:

As sizes might vary from your usual brands, we strongly recommend you CHECK OUR SIZE CHART before purchasing.

Allow for a tolerance level of 2.5cm/1in. If you’re unsure it’s always better to choose the larger size.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Comfortable, chic and personalized

– Gender: Unisex

– Material: Polyester, Spandex

– Pattern Type: Print

– Style: Casual, Sport

– Care: Gentle Machine Wash Cold, Do Not Bleach

NOTE: We are not responsible for any fees/taxes/duty caused at buyer’s country.

Because this product is made to order, we can’t accept returns due to size issues.
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Warehouse: 400 Treat Ave Suite G, San Francisco, CA, 94103, USA
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Office: 152 Thai Van Lung, Hoa Xuan, Cam Le, Da Nang, Viet Nam, 550000
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